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 actual meaning of the later name. To a certain extent the Minoan and Cretan
 forms appeared to belong to related systems. Dr. Gardiner's evidence tended to show
 that Semitic letters were derived from ani indigenous source, and if the early forms
 went back to 1500 B.C. they could not have been introduced from Crete by Pbenicians.
 Nor did the aleph-beth theory of Gesenius require Egyptian influence, though it
 iight lhave been present in both Semitic and Minoan as a formative element.

 PROFESSOR PETRIE described the magnificent find of XIIth century jewellery

 of a princess, daughter of Senusert III, found by the British School of Archbology
 in Egypt, at Lahun, which is in some respects finer than any yet known.

 ArcheTological papers included Dr. DUKINFIELD ASTLEY 'S communication on
 "Early Man in Norfolk," which discussed the further evidence for the existence of
 Aurignacian man in East Anglia furnished by the results of excavations in Norfolk
 undertaken in 1914.

 PROFESSOR R. S. CONWAY described some votive offerings to the Venetic goddess
 Rehtia discovered on the site of a temple at Este, the ancient Atesta, about eighteen
 miles south of Padua. The offerings, which were of importance on philological

 grounds as well as for the light they threw upon the character of the cult, were of
 two classes. The first class consisted of votive nails and wedges which recalled
 Horace's description of Dira Necessitas. The second group, which furnished
 valuable evidence as to the character of the Venetic alphabet, were bronze tablets,
 divided into longitudinal bands ten or twelve in number, which the author suggested
 might be coinected with a game something like backgammon, and might possibly
 be offerings of lucky players.

 MR. J. P. BUSHE Fox described the excavations at Uriconium in the years
 1912-14. One of the most interesting of the finds in the recent excavations is a
 buiilding consisting of two parallel walls 13 feet apart and enclosing a space 144 feet
 wide and 188 feet long with rounded corners. No other building of this form has
 been found elsewhere. Evidence lhas been discovered for four different periods of
 buildings on the site, the earliest being of wood and wattle and daub. A number
 of objects, evidence of metal working and other industrial processes, have been
 found, and a large quantity of pottery. Upwards of 900 potters' stamps on Samian
 ware have been recorded.

 Of two discussions which formed part of the proceedings, the first-" On the
 " Influence of Ancient Egyptian Civilisation on the World's Culture"-was opened
 by PROFESSOR G. ELLIOT SMITH, F.R.S., followed by Mr. W. J. PERRY. The com-
 munications of both speakers covered a wide range and adduced a mass of evidence
 in support of their contention that towards the close of the new Empire, a great
 many of the most distinctive practices of Egyptian civilisation, carried possibly by
 Phenicians, suddenly appeared in the more distant parts of the coast lines, of Africa,
 Europe, and Asia, and in course of time in Oceania and America. It was suggested
 that the Phenicians must have been the chief agents in distributing this culture
 abroad. Mr. Perry relied in particular on the juxtaposition of megalithic buildings
 and minieworkings (or their situation in or near regions noted for gold, precious
 stones, or pearl fisheries) as well as on similarities of technique in smelting or
 refiining operations. In the discussion which followed it was clear that the Section
 as a whole was not prepared to accept the conclusions of the opening speakers or
 their interpretation of the evidence. SIR ARTHUR EVANS subjected their methods
 to severe criticism, while PROFESSOR PETRIE emphasised the necessity for greater
 precision in dating the facts with which they dealt. SIR RICHARD TEMPLE pointed
 out certain difficulties in this connection in the treatment of the Indian evidence.

 DR. RIVERS, in supporting the openers, explained the reasons which had led him
 to modify his previous opposition to their position. He tbought, however, that there
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 might have been more than one migration. MR. H. PEAKE pointed out the possibility
 that the juxtaposition of megalithic remains and ancient mine-workings miglht be
 due, not to any essential coninection between themn, but to the fact that material
 convenient for the erection of such buildings would, as a rule, be fouind in the same
 district as metalliferous deposits. The PRESIDENT, in closing the debate, pointed
 out that the difficulty to which allusion had been made, namely, that great length of
 time would be required for such a wide diffusion of culture in view of early methods
 of navigation, was perhaps not so great as might be thought, since a complete

 change had taken place in the diet of the native of South Africa within a compara-
 tively short period after the initroduction of maize to the old world, at the time of
 the discovery of America.

 The second discussion, which took place in a joint session with Section E

 (Geography), dealt with " Racial Distribution in the Balkans." This discussion was
 also opened by PROFESSOR ELLIOT SMITH, who, after a lucid and masterly exposition
 of the geographical, ethnological, and historical factors which had produced in the

 Balkans segregated and disunited groups of peoples, went on to show that, in spite
 of conflicting interests created by different religions and histories, ethnological no less
 than geographical and economic considerations definitely linked together the Slovenes,
 Croats, and Serbs as one race, whose domain included not only Croatia (with Slavonia),
 Bosnia, Herzegovina, Montenegro, and most of Servia as at present delimited, buit
 also Dalmatia, nine-tenths of Istria (excepting Trieste), Carniola, and a strip of South
 Hungary. On ethnological grounds Bulgaria had a greater right than Servia to the
 part of Macedonia now in occupation by the latter, and on racial grounds her claim
 to the Dobrudja was more justifiable than that of Roumania.

 SIR ARTHUR EVANS exhibited a diagrammatic map illustrating the ethnic rela-
 tions between the Adriatic, the Drave, and the Danube, the result of many years'
 observations in the area which is now occulpied by the Southern Slavs or Jugo-Slavs.
 Ethnological considerations supported the argumenit for a Jugo-Slav state. Italic pre-
 ponderance was situated in the lower valley of the IsoDzo, at Trieste, and in Istria.
 In Dalmatia, except in the town of Zara, the Italian elemenit amoulnted to about three
 per cent. only of the population, the prevalence of Italian culture and the use of the
 language for commercial purposes giving a wrong impressioni. The establishment of
 such a state would make possible the small link required to complete a railway joining
 up east and west along the main Roman road from Aquileia to Nissus, runniing from
 .Milan to Nish, through Gradisca, Laibach, and Belgrade.

 The HON. W. PEMBER REEVES, who was unable to attend the discussioni, sent
 a communicationi in which, in dealing with the position of the Greeks, be urged
 that on historical anid ethnological grounds their present northern boundary, including,
 Epirus, corresponded closely to the ideal; while in Macedonia the line dividing the
 Bulgar-Slav portion from the Greek drawn by the Treaty of Bukarest represented
 the facts, especially as since the war of 1912-13 nmuch migration had taken place
 on each side of the line. The claim of Greece to Bulgarian Thrace was justifiable
 on economic rather than ethnic grounds; on the otlher hand, the claim of Bulgaria
 to the eastern part of Macedonia was stronger than that of Servia. In Monastir
 the existence of Vlach, Bulgarian, and Greek elemelnts gave rise to a separate problem.

 In Physical Anthropology PROFESSOR KEITH gave, at the request of the author,
 a rismen of Une A1pplication Anthropologique a l'Art MVilitaire; le Classement des
 Hommes et la Marche dans l'Infanterie, a publication by Professor iManouvrier, of
 Paris, issued in 1905, but which had hitherto been neglected in this country. In
 it the author maintains that on the march soldiers should be grouped accordinDg to
 the length of lower extremity rather than according to stature, thus minimising
 physical fatigue. The importance of Professor Manouvrier's paper was fully recog-
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 nised, and the hope was expressed that meatis miglht be found to secure the

 adoption of its priniciples in the British Army.
 DR. MANSON exhibited photographs and skiographs of members of a family

 showing hereditary syndactalism and polydactalism, and DR. G. W. HAMIBLETON
 discussed chest types in man in relation to disease.

 PROFESSOR GIUFFRIDA-RUGGERI 's notes on the neolithic Egyptians and Ethiopians,
 criticisinig the theories of Professor Elliot Smith and others on the physical affinities

 of the early inhabitanits of Egypt, and PROFESSOR ELLIOT SMITH'S communication on

 "The Earliest Human Remains from India," owing to lack of time, were taken as read.
 A small but interesting group of sociological papers included a communication

 by DR. RIVERS onf "Ceremoniial and Descent in Ambrim." At the present time the

 institutions of the island are patrilineal, but in the older ceremonial, which is
 indigenouis, the mother's brother comes into prominielnce, consequently in this part of
 Melanesia it would appear that matrilineal institutions preceded the. patrilineal.

 MISS MARGARET MURRAY, in her paper on "Royal Marriage and Matrilineal

 Descent,' dealt with the custom of sister marriage in the Royal Egyptian and Semitic

 families, which, as she pointed out, were not regarded as unusual when recorded by

 native hiistorians, and traced the custom to a more prolonged survival of inheritance
 in the female line in Royal families.

 DR. NADINE IVANITZKY'S communicatior1 on "The System of Kinship amolig
 " Primitive Races in coinnection with their Mode of Grouping," dealt with the
 maniner il which economic and social factors act and re-act on the recognition of
 kinship in a groutp by determining the size of a group, its relation to other anld
 competing groups, and the relation of the individuals within the group.

 At the close of the proceedings, the Section, at the invitation of the Ribehester

 Museum Commiiittee, visited the Romani Camp at Ribehester for the formal opening
 of the recently completed Musetum of Roman Antiquities, which largely owes its
 inception to the initiative of Miss Greenall. A large gatlhering took place at the
 Parochial Hall, over which SIR FRANK FORBES ADAM, K.C.I.E., Chairman of the

 Counicil of the University of Manchester, presided.
 PROFESSOR F. J. HAVERFIELD, in declaring the Museum open, delivered aii

 address on the purpose of the small castella or forts, of which Ribehester was aii
 example. He pointed ollt that as purely military units controlled the coiintry from
 strategic points, and were found scattered over all the lnorth from Chester to Carlisle
 and from the Vale of York to Tyneside. E. N. FALLAIZE.

 ANTHROPOLOGICAL NOTES.
 ACCESSION.S TO THE LIBRARY OF THE ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL

 INSTITUTE. I U 1
 Archceological Survey of NVubia. Report, 1909-10. By C. M. Firtb.

 14 x 10. 180 pp. 41 Plates anld 5 Planls. (Governlmelnt 1'ress, Cairo.) 21.
 (Publishers.)

 Report of Comptroller-General of Prisons of N.S. Wales, 1914. 13 x 8.

 (Comptroller-General.)

 Ont the Significance of the Geographical Distribution of the Practice of
 Mrnimification. A Study of the Migrations of Peoples and the Spread of certain
 Customs and Beliefs. By Professor G. Elliot Smith, M.D., F.LR.S., from Vol. 59,

 Part 2. Memoirs and Proc. of the Manchester Lit. anid Phil Soc. 81 x 51.
 143 pp. University Press, Manchester. 2s. 6d. (Author.)

 STUDENTS of Anthropology will learn with regret of the death of Major

 A. J. N. Tremearne, Seaforth Highlanders, who fell on September 25, while
 gallantly leadinig a charge in France.

 Printed by EYiE AND SPOTTISWOODE LTD., His Majesty's Printers, East Harding Street, E.C.
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